
 
 

	  

Your Most Inspired Life! 
The Beginning of Your Self Discovery 

 

 



 

 

An Introduction 

 
Season 1 of our podcast is all about the building blocks of living an inspired life.  

One of real freedom, meaning and purpose.  

This is the essence of the work that Aries and I do for our clients at San Diego 
Wealth; a financial life planning firm in San Diego.  

The bonus material that you have just downloaded is the workbook we use in 
Phase 1 of our process to help clients find that inspiring life.  

The exercises in the workbook will begin helping you, like our clients, uncover 
your deepest heart’s core yearnings. We call it the “dream of freedom.”  

It’s a deep and profound process, requiring quite a bit of inner work. You will 
experience self-discovery and can achieve a deeper understanding of who you 
really are and why you’re here.  

It’s incredibly powerful, and for some, it can lead to a great awakening! 

We invite you begin the first step in this journey and begin the three exercises that 
follow this page., 

Find a quiet spot where you can really focus and listen to your inner being. You 
don’t want any distractions. Proceed with an open mind and heart.  

Upon completion, we would encourage you to begin journaling and discussing 
your answers with one or two people that are very close to you: i.e., your spouse, a 
business or life partner, a sibling, etc.  

The sharing is a powerful form of affirmation and support for each us.  

As you progress with this first step of the process and want more or have 
questions, please feel free to reach out to either me at mark@sandiegowealth.com 
or Aries at aries@sandiegowealth.com. 

We thank you and are here to support your journey to inspired living,  
 

 

 



 

An Overview of The Exercises 
 
What if we all lived our most inspired life? Our most meaningful life? What if 
every day we challenged ourselves to live into our dreams, to bring into being the 
life of greatest meaning to ourselves and those around us? What a difference that 
would make! For us and the world! 

Our planning process can do this for everyone who is open to its transformative 
power. It brings clarity to what is most important and shows us a way to focus our 
attention on what we value most.  

Following this overview are three exercises: 

− The Wheel of Life 

− The Three Questions 

− The Heart’s Core Grid 

Each of these exercises will help you learn more about yourself and deepen your 
understanding of what’s really important to you, beyond the money.  Those parts 
of you that you may not have given attention to over these many years but are still 
waiting to be fulfilled.  

The Wheel of Life asks you to rate your level of satisfaction of what we consider 
the nine primary areas of your life. 

The Three Questions are thought provoking inquiries that will help you to 
uncover dreams, aspirations, goals, wants and desires that have been compromised 
or not met.  

The Heart’s Core Grid helps you to reflect and consider all the things you want to 
be, do and have.  

It’s fun and we encourage you to embark on this journey of self-discovery with an 
open heart and mind for all things possible. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Wheel of Life 
 

Directions:  This exercise will help you to assess your growth and development in 
each Facet of Life. It will also help you to evaluate the degree of balance and level of 
life satisfaction you are now experiencing. 

Step #1—Place a dot on each spoke that indicates your level of satisfaction in that 
particular Facet of Life. Use a scale of 0 to 10 with 0 at the hub and 10 at the rim. A 
zero indicates no satisfaction and a ten indicates the highest degree of satisfaction.  

Step #2—Now draw a line to connect the dots and create your life wheel.  

Step #3—Is your life wheel round or does it show flat spots? Is it deflated or is it 
full? What does this exercise tell you about your life? Is your life balanced? Are there 
areas of your life that need attention? In what facets would you like to experience 
more satisfaction? 
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The Three Questions 
 
The Three Questions are the most important and revealing of all Life Planning 
exercises. It is important to answer them in order, without looking ahead to the 
next question. 

Please allow yourself the time to contemplate each question individually and write 
as complete an answer as you can before moving on. 
 

Question #1 

Imagine that you are financially secure, that you have enough money to take care 
of your needs, now and in the future. The question is…how would you live your 
life? Would you change anything? Let yourself go. Don’t hold back on your 
dreams. 

Describe a life that is complete, that is richly yours. 

 

Begin typing or handwriting here: 

SOURCE: © Copyright 1999 George Kinder and the Kinder Institute of Life Planning. All Rights Reserved. This material 
was developed by George Kinder and the Kinder Institute of Life Planning. It is part of a program of trainings that lead to 
the Registered Life Planner® designation. Used by permission of George Kinder and the Kinder Institute of Life Planning. 



 

 

Question #2 

 
This time you visit your doctor who tells you that you have only 5 - 10 years left to 
live.  The good part is that you won’t ever feel sick.  The bad news is that you will 
have no notice of the moment of your death.  What will you do in the time you 
have remaining to live? 

Will you change your life and how will you do it? 

Begin typing or handwriting here: 

SOURCE: © Copyright 1999 George Kinder and the Kinder Institute of Life Planning. All Rights Reserved. This material 
was developed by George Kinder and the Kinder Institute of Life Planning. It is part of a program of trainings that lead to 
the Registered Life Planner® designation. Used by permission of George Kinder and the Kinder Institute of Life Planning. 



 

 

Question #3 

 
This time your doctor shocks you with the news that you have only one day left to 
live.  Notice what feelings arise as you confront your very real mortality.  Ask 
yourself: 
 

What did I miss?    

 
 
Who did I not get to be?    

 

What did I not get to do? 

Begin typing or handwriting here: 

Begin typing or handwriting here: 

Begin typing or handwriting here: 

SOURCE: © Copyright 1999 George Kinder and the Kinder Institute of Life Planning. All Rights Reserved. This material 
was developed by George Kinder and the Kinder Institute of Life Planning. It is part of a program of trainings that lead to 
the Registered Life Planner® designation. Used by permission of George Kinder and the Kinder Institute of Life Planning. 



 

Heart’s Core Grid 

 
A good way to prepare for the Heart’s Core exercise is to review your answers to the 
Three Questions as you may have some overlap. The columns are most important.  

Heart’s Core: Please fill this column with the goals that you feel are closest to your 
heart and passion in terms of who you want to be and what you want to do and have. 

Ought To: Fill this column with all the things that come to mind that you feel you 
should be, do or have in your life.  

Fun To: Fill this column with what you think would be fun to be, do or have. They 
won’t necessarily have the kind of passion or heart as “Heart’s Core” column, but 
they also won’t have the sense of obligation as the “Ought To” column.  

Have, Do, Be: Generally ‘Have’ are things, ‘Do’ are actions, and ‘Be’ are qualities. 
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